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about us

dr freddie graham and Dr Richard Fisher 
started IVF in New Zealand in 1983, only five 
years after the world’s first IVF child was born. 
Within three years the wait for IVF at National 
Women’s Hospital had grown to seven years. 
It was then that Freddie and Richard decided 
to start a private practice which they called 
Fertility Associates. Fertility Associates now has 
clinics in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and 
Christchurch. It provides public as well as private 
services, and our doctors hold consultations in 
most of the larger cities in the North and South 
Islands. We do more fertility treatment in New 
Zealand than everyone else put together.

our approach
Your Fertility Associates doctor is in charge of 
your care. Day to day, during treatment, you will 
be looked after by our team of doctors, nurses, 
embryologists, counsellors and administrators, 
with your doctor’s nurse as your primary point 
of contact. We try hard to provide continuity 

our approach   
and values

our values how we express these 
values for you

Whakatauki

care Understanding and sharing 
your journey with compassion.

Kia manaaki 
E iti noa ana, na- te aroha.  

Understanding the values you 
hold and supporting the path 
you take. honouring the body 
and spirit in our work. 

Kia tapu
he whare tangata, he 
waka tangata.

Responsiveness listening so that we meet  
your needs.

Kia tika
Ko te kai a- te rangatira, 
he ko-rero.

Making services accessible 
and acceptable for all, and 
particularly for Ma-ori. together 
developing tikanga for aRt.

Kia tipu
E tipu e rea mo- nga-  
ra- o- to-u ao.

Excellence helping you overcome the 
obstacles in your path.

Kia mana 
he kakano i ruia mai i 
Rangiatea.

of care, but because fertility treatment and our 
clinics are a seven-day a week service, you can 
sometimes meet several different members of our 
team during treatment.  

When treatment is underway we take as much 
time as is needed. The doctors’ schedules may 
occasionally be delayed when an egg collection or 
embryo transfer takes longer than expected, or 
for similar unforeseen circumstances. We will try 
to advise you if your appointment is likely to be 
more than 30 minutes late. 

Each treatment is guided by detailed medical 
and scientific protocols which our doctors and 
scientists have collectively decided upon. These 
are based on what we consider best practice 
world-wide and from over 28 years of our own 
experience of fertility treatment in New Zealand. 
We are continually reviewing our results and 
looking for better ways of doing things. If you 
have surfed the net you will know that there are 
lots of opinions on all sorts of subjects – we keep 
to evidence-based medicine wherever possible, 
and are wary of the latest fads. 

Family, whanau and support  
people welcome
Many people go through treatment as a couple 
– your partner’s support is really important. 
You are also welcome to bring family members, 
friends or support people to any of your 
consultations and treatment appointments. 

Variation and unexpected events
While the reliability of fertility treatment has 
increased greatly over the years, it is important to 
realise that there can be uncertainty at some steps 
of treatment and variation between one treatment 
cycle and the next. For instance, the number of 
eggs collected in IVF and the proportion that 
fertilise normally can fluctuate significantly just 
through normal biological variation. If your 
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treatment looks like it is not progressing as 
expected, we will tell you as soon as we know and 
help you make a decision about what to do. 

Reproductive technology, like IVF, involves 
many steps – handling sperm, eggs and embryos 
and using highly specialised equipment. 
Almost everything needs to be done under a 
microscope in a carefully controlled laboratory 
environment. Fertility Associates embryologists 
make about a million ‘embryo movements’ a 
year. Accidents and equipment malfunctions 
are very rare but can occasionally occur. We 
have an open disclosure policy so that if an 
incident develops we will promptly tell you. 
If there is an incident within our control that 
significantly affects your chance of pregnancy, 
we will discuss options including replacement 
of treatment to bring you back to where you 
were before the incident. This is in addition to 
your rights under the Consumer Guarantees 
Act and the Code of Health and Disability 
Services Consumers’ Rights. 

health and well-being of women 
and children
Fertility treatment in New Zealand is guided by 
the Human Assisted Reproductive Technology 
(HART) Act, which says that the health, safety 
and well-being of children, and of women being 
treated, are important considerations and must be 
protected. Health and well-being can be physical, 
social or psychological – for instance risk from an 
underlying medical condition such as diabetes, 
lack of social support, or mental health.  

In our registration form we ask you to disclose 
all information that may be relevant to your health 
and well-being or to that of a child who could be 
born from treatment. Keeping your health and 
wellbeing in mind is part of our job, and staff may 
share relevant information with your doctor.  In 
doing so they would keep details confidential, so 
you can be assured of your privacy.

If we have any concerns, we will raise them 
with you. We may ask your permission to obtain 
further information from your GP or another 
health provider. Sometimes we might suggest 
extra help from outside Fertility Associates 
– for instance seeing an obstetric physician or 

Feedback, complaints and advocates
Because we want to give you the best possible service we can, we are 
always keen for feedback. we mail out freepost surveys to a selection of 
patients every month. the survey forms are also available from brochure 
stands in each clinic, or you can fill one out online anytime on our website.

please tell us straight away if our service isn’t meeting your expectations. 
you can talk to any of our staff, call the clinic Manager, or send an email. 
Fertility treatment can be complex at the best of times, and we know that a 
shortfall in our communication or explanation can be very stressful. 

identifying a problem or making a complaint will not affect your 
treatment in any way. we aim to confirm any complaint within two working 
days and to fully resolve it within two weeks or less. you are welcome to 
involve a support person if you have a complaint or wish to discuss any 
aspect of your treatment. 

if you are not satisfied with our efforts in resolving a problem we can 
help you contact an independent health advocate associated with the 
health and disability commissioner. contact numbers for independent 
health advocates are:
Upper North island, including auckland 0800 555 050
Mid and lower North island 0800 423 638
South island 0800 377 766

a social worker. If we feel our concerns cannot 
be adequately addressed with extra help, we may 
decline treatment or a service, although this rarely 
happens. We have a formal process for declining 
treatment and we would keep you well informed 
throughout the process. 

Quality 
We set ourselves very high standards that include 
voluntary certification to ISO 9001 as well as 
certification to the New Zealand Fertility Services 
Standard as required by the Ministry of Health. 
Both of these involve audits by independent 
professional auditors. Auditing includes 
inspection of patient records – the auditors sign a 
confidentiality agreement to maintain your privacy. 

All New Zealand clinics provide non-
identifying information on every Assisted 
Reproductive Technology (ART) treatment to the 
Australian New Zealand Assisted Reproduction 
Database (ANZARD) administered by the 
National Perinatal Statistics Unit (NPSU) at the 
University of Sydney. The ANZARD information 
is used for research into the safety of fertility 
treatments.




